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Logline:

Logline: Tremaine Wright an African American 19 year old boy, who has dreams to get into the
MMA, enters a Asian gang to provide for his siblings and also follows his journey to get into the
mma and his challenges into the sports industry .

Synopsis:

Tremaine Wright a 19 year old Africa American boy that is forced by neglectful parents to
provide for his siblings has dreams to get into the mma, Trey strives to get acceptance as an
African American to be included into an asian gang to provide for his siblings and also use the
gangs ties to further his career as a MMA fighter and will do anything to gain connections to to
try to make his mark into the sports industry .This series will follow a young man with a dream
accomplish his dreams with the struggles, family problems and mma politics that's comes with it

Characters:

Tremaine: A very popular Upcoming MMA Fighter that is aged 20 years old who ran away from
home at 17 after being stressed out with home life entered a Notorious asian gang to further his
ties to starts a career in MMA Years later he  finally got his career on track apart from past
problems with anger leading to bad publicity because of his past , forcing him to change for the
betterment of his career image and taking care of his siblings and trying to save them from a life
of foster care that was promised for himself.

Ivelisse: A young 12 year old girl, who's very shy in the past but becomes very different when
time goes on. Iveliese loves her family, she has taken on her mother's role since her addiction.
She is very caring to her brothers but also schemes to get her way when things don't go the way
things are supposed to.

Terrance:A young boy aged 14 ,A young boy who is angry at his brother for leaving his family
years ago when Treymaine promised him he would never leave them like his father years ago.
After Trey left he had to become the provider for his family working for his Uncle Brady, A role
model for young Terrance when Treymaine left, who is in the drugs and prostitution trade .

Kodi Li: Kodi is a high school dropout that's been friends with Tremaine since 9th grade.He
rallys for Tremaine to get accepted by the fight club and later the Zhang brotherhood.

Dawn Meradi: She is the owners of Dawn's corner. She is very tough and respected by most of
the fighters that fight in her gym. She take much pride in herself and is very outspoken



Rick Khang: Kodi uncle, who denied at first but ultimately allows Tremaine into the brotherhood
that on recommendation of his Nephew who he owes his life to.He is very tough on Trey
shaping him up in the ring and in the streets.

Christopher Tatum: Tremaine arch enemy, who he pretends to be his best friend. Christopher is
a recurring champion who stays in the spotlight by politicking and paying opponent to lose to
him to keep his career on track. He is also dating the owners daughter who funds his
lifestyle.He is a serialized cheater who cheats with multiple ring girls and dancers.
He manipulates Trey by holding him back and giving him opponents he doesn't want to face.

Sinque St.clair: An Mma fighter that has been friends With Christopher and has been in
Christopher clique in the locker room for years .He is very shy and takes losses to provide for
his family.He always available whenever Christopher Needs his help with coverup or  fighting
someone Chris doesn't want to fight.

Kenshin "Ken" Lioni: is a a vocal friend Christopher and part of the clique.He has done a lot for
Christopher and is the keeper of all of Chris secrets.He is secretly upset when Trey and Chris
grows close and hides his feelings but afterTrey surpasses him  Kenshin leaves the group
jealous of Trey rising stardom with the fans and changes cliques to challenge Trey to a fight
later in the series.


